HENREDON PROUDLY INTRODUCES THE JEFFREY BILHUBER COLLECTION
High Point, North Carolina – April 21, 2017 – Henredon reveals the Jeffrey Bilhuber collection this
spring at the International Home Furnishings Market in High Point, North Carolina. The extensive
new Jeffrey Bilhuber Collection has a dynamic assortment of upholstered furniture, wood
products and decorative accessories. With a uniquely American perspective, Jeffrey Bilhuber is
known for breathing new life into tradition with an innate understanding of modern sensibilities.
His confidence to mix periods and design ideas have placed him in the uppermost echelon of
America’s design community and made him a constant fixture on Architectural Digest’s
prestigious AD100 list.
The launch of the Jeffrey Bilhuber
by Henredon Collection in 2017 is
part of a year of important growth
for the Bilhuber brand with the
launch of diverse product and
licensing
collaborations.
In
addition
to
the
Henredon
collaboration, in April, Elson &
Company will launch a collection
of flat weave dhurries and Tibetan
carpets that align with the singular
American perspective of Jeffrey
Bilhuber.
“We are confident that the Jeffrey
Bilhuber Collection will delight our
network of loyal Henredon dealers
around the world with the
distinctive array of fine upholstery
and wood products along with a
signature
assortment
of
accessories,” says Regan Iglesia,
Chief
Merchandising
Officer.
“Henredon is a confident brand
and Jeffrey’s collection will both
complement and expand the
broader Henredon brand to fine
retailers and to the trade.”
Bilhuber’s collection reflects his
career-long attention to detail, his insightful American style, and his fearless individual point of
view. For his part, the designer is proud of his collaboration with Henredon: “I am honored to be
part of the Henredon family which has so strongly supported American design talent for the past
71 years.”
Highlights of his collection include:
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8100-20-000B, 8100-20-000T Colonnade
Row Dining Table
W98-134 D45 H30
This striking dining table has a beautiful swirl
mahogany top and sits upon three
pedestals in a golden striée textured finish
and are connected by a soft brass
stretcher. The table extends to 134-inches
with the addition of three 18-inch leaves to
comfortably seat 10.

8100-49-000 Barclay Street Bar Cabinet
W38 D21 H48

The elegant Barclay Street Bar Cabinet
represents pure luxury. Crafted from fine walnut
veneers and gemelina solids, the Barclay Street
Bar Cabinet is finished in the Regency Charcoal
finish.
Custom designed painted horn pulls
complement the Butler Nickel trim and Soft Brass
buttons. Translucent antique mirror (milk glass)
on case back, back of doors, top of shelves and
interior bottom shelf add drama to the interior.
The interior is standard with lighting and also
features two drawers with Blumotion undermount soft close drawer glides. Gilded accents
on spiral turned feet.
8102-40-000 Sullivan Street Cocktail Table
W54 D22.5 H15.75
This distinctive cocktail table has a custard-finished
top with a high sheen lacquer and has three circular
abalone inlays. The top sits upon a soft brass base
fitted with a Midnight black high sheen lacquer
finished shelf.

8103-40-000; 8104-40-000; 8105-40-000 Kingsbridge
Road Bunching Cocktail Tables
8103: W27.5 D21.25 H17.25 Ombre Lacquer
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8104: W27 D27.5 H16.25 Ombre Lacquer
8105: W22.5 D26.25 H14 Polished Brass
When grouped together the three Kingsbridge Road Bunching Cocktail Tables are sculptural
and functional. The larger sizes are finished in Ombre Lacquer. The small size is finished in a
contrasting Polished Brass finish.

H1706 Bowling Green Chair
W21 D37 H42

The inviting Bowling Green Chair has a
beautifully tailored waterfall skirt with tape trim.
The curved back rail is accented with nail head
trim and complements the English arms.

H1711 Bolton Road Chair

W34 D44 H36

The distinctive Bolton Road was designed from a
vintage Turkish chair. The inviting profile that sits
upon saber legs. A mini-bolster supports the
head while a larger bolster support your feet.
Each bolster has finely tailored pleats with an
upholstered button.

JB-0004-F Star Shaped Decorative Mirror

W32 D1.5 H32

Beautifully designed star shaped decorative
mirror in a gilt gold finish. Perfectly poised to
bring style to any room.

JB-0084-B Fawn Sculpture
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W30 D11 H36.5
The very impressive fawn sculpture is in a soft white finish and stands very confidently at 36 ½
inches.
“Working with Jeffrey on this collection has been a rewarding experience. He has stretched our
minds not only in the product design and their finishes, but also, in the way we think about
display in our showroom,” states Skip Rumley. He continues, “After all, it is a show and we should
have a bit of drama to inspire our guests. It’s a very exciting addition to our Henredon portfolio!”
###
About Henredon:
An American Luxury icon, Henredon was created when four talented businessmen in
Morganton, NC, came together with the belief and determination that they could make better
furniture. Seventy years later, the Henredon brand carries the same master craftsmanship so
important to its founders. While its heart is first and foremost an American brand, Henredon
enjoys a loyal fan base in luxury centers around the world. Headquartered in High Point, North
Carolina, Henredon is part of the Heritage Home Group family of brands, which includes in its
stellar portfolio name brands such as Hickory Chair, Drexel Heritage, Lane Venture, MaitlandSmith, Pearson, Thomasville, Broyhill, and Lane.
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